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A school in Sydney’s inner west was considerably 
damaged when a fi re erupted in one of the 
storerooms. The resultant soot aff ected dozens 
of nearby classrooms, utility rooms and common 
areas throughout the multi-storey building. The 
school’s Insurer appointed an experienced Loss 
Adjuster to assess the damage and organise the 
recovery process. ADR was engaged to provide the 
professional restoration services required to return 
the School to a pre-event state. ADR’s experienced 
Fire Contamination Practice Leader attended the 
site to inspect the damage and provide advice to 
the Loss Adjuster.  With a scope of works agreed 
upon, the ADR Operations team were quickly 
on the scene to conduct the necessary services. 
They began by removing the contaminated 
furnishings etc from the soot aff ected rooms 
and moving them to a temporary processing 
area. Included in the soot aff ected items were 
thousands of printed books. These valuable 
pieces were carefully transported to the ADR 
facility where they were decontaminated in the 
purpose built document remediation facility. One 
team then proceeded to decontaminate the soot 
aff ected items using methods developed through 
years of experience and knowledge in this area. 

Another team of Restoration Operators were 
sent into the aff ected rooms to decontaminate 
the ceilings, walls, fl oors and fi ttings using 
proven techniques and materials. The structural 
components immediately adjacent to the source of 
the fi re were beyond restoration, and were therefore 
removed for a builder to reconstruct at a later date. 
A signifi cant amount of electronic items such as 
computers, televisions, etc. were included in the 
contents removed from the aff ected rooms. These 
electronic items were manifested and transported 
to the ADR facility for inspection and restoration 
evaluation. Electronic items that are exposed to fi re 
and/or soot can be adversely aff ected by residual 
carbon being deposited in sensitive areas. These 
deposits can cause corrosion, which may lead to 
electronic faults in the equipment. ADR provides 
a restoration service which decontaminates these 
devices effi  ciently and safely, which means they 
can be returned to the Insured in a pre-event state, 
rather than being replaced, therefore saving the 
Insurer thousands of dollars. Once the electronic 
equipment, books furnishings and other contents 
were decontaminated they were returned to the 
remediated classrooms and the students and 
teachers were able to resume their classes.

CUSTOMER SERVICE ©

“No we can’t send a team out 
to remove the soot from your 
burnt toast, you need to lower 

the setting on your toaster
and try again.”

COMIC RECOVERYADR UPDATE

In this issue of the ADR Newsletter we review a Fire/Soot Restoration project.
Soot - noun \süt\ : a black powder that is formed when something (such as wood or coal) 

is burned. Left  untreated, Soot is extremely harmful to electronics.

Send your feedback, questions, articles, comments, or testimonials, etc. to us by email: adr@ausdr.com.au 
or join the conversation on our social media pages. 

No names will be published with reader submissions unless specifi cally requested otherwise.

SOOT DECONTAMINATION &  RESTORATION OF FIRE AFFECTED SCHOOL

Next month, ADR will confi rm 
its position as an industry leader 
when, for the fi rst time, we will be 
the Platinum Sponsor of the annual 
AICLA/ANZIIF Claims Convention 
CC14. ADR will be well represented 
at the Convention’s trade exhibit by 
a number of key personnel, which 
presents a great opportunity for our 
valued customers to speak to some 
of our experienced staff  members 
in person. If you are attending CC14 
and would like to meet us, you can 
fi nd us on booth 14.

ADR will again be supporting the 
Kidney Kar Rally this year. The rally 
raises much needed funds for Kids 
suff ering from Kidney disease and 
takes place between the 15-23 of 
August covering almost 5,000 kms. 
If you would like more details or 
to donate to this worthy cause 
please contact Peter on 0413 842 452 
or go to www.https://kkr2014.
everydayhero.com/au/grimace-too 
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